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Abstract

A distraction paradigm was utilized that is suited to yield reliable auditory distraction on an individual level even with rather small
Ž .frequency deviances 7% . Distraction to these tiny deviants was achieved by embedding task-relevant aspects and task-irrelevant,

Ž .distracting aspects of stimulation into the same perceptual object. Event-related potential ERP and behavioral effects of this newly
developed paradigm were determined. Subjects received tones that could be of short or long duration equiprobably. They were instructed

Ž .to press a response button to long-duration tones targets . In oddball blocks, tones could be of standard frequency or of low-probability
Ž .ps0.1 , deviant frequency. The task-irrelevant frequency deviants elicited MMN, N2b, and P3a components, and caused impoverished
behavioral performance to targets. The usage of tiny distractors permits an interpretation of auditory distraction in terms of attention
switching due to a particular memory-related change-detection process. On the basis of the results from an additional condition in which

Ž .tones were of 10 different frequencies involving those frequencies which served as standard and deviant in oddball blocks , it is argued
that one important prerequisite for linking the neural mechanisms reflected in change-related brain waves to behavioral distraction effects
may be regarded as fulfilled. The robustness of the distraction effects to tiny deviations was confirmed in two control experiments.
q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Unexpected, irregular sounds occurring in our acoustic
environment may impair the processing of task-relevant
stimulus information. This phenomenon of auditory dis-
traction has been investigated in numerous experiments in
which behavioral performance to target stimuli preceded
by task-irrelevant deviant or novel events has been found
to be deteriorated relative to performance to target stimuli
embedded within the standard acoustic background
w x4,10,13,14,20,45,55,68,70,71 . The detrimental effects of
task-irrelevant novels or deviants on task performance are
assumed to reflect the result of attentional orienting to-
wards the perturbating sound.

Recent research was aimed at determining the mecha-
nisms underlying auditory distraction by combining behav-
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Ž . Žioral and event-related potential ERP measures e.g.,
w x.Refs. 4,13,55,70 . Likely candidates that might mediate

behavioral distraction effects caused by unexpected de-
Ž . w xviant sounds are the Mismatch Negativity MMN 43 and

w xthe P3a 61 components of the ERP which may be elicited
by unattended deviant or novel sounds. The neural pro-
cesses underlying these brain waves are assumed to play
an important role in involuntary attention switching, which,
in turn, may lead to behavioral impairment in the primary

Ž w x.task see, e.g., Refs. 41,55,68 . MMN is elicited by an
irregularity in discrete, repetitive auditory stimulation, re-
veals a frontocentral distribution, and usually peaks be-
tween 100 and 250 ms from the onset of the deviation. P3a
is elicited by large deviant or novel sounds, also reveals a
frontocentral distribution, and peaks between 250 and 500
ms relative to stimulus onset. MMN is assumed to indicate
that a deviance has been detected by the auditory system
on a preattentive level of processing, whereas P3a is
assumed to reflect an attentional orienting towards the

w xperturbating event 41 .
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The combination of behavioral and ERP data provides a
promising approach for studying mechanisms of auditory
distraction, since the output of the system visible on a

Ž .behavioral level can one hopes be explained as the result
of a series of processing stages tapped by ERP measures
w x57 . However, there are also several issues that have to be
resolved before deviance-related ERP effects can success-
fully be related to behavioral distraction effects. The pre-

Ž .sent experiment addresses two of these issues: 1 the
question of how the theoretical interpretation of behavioral

Ž .distraction depends on the type of deviance employed; 2
the question of whether distraction effects on a behavioral
level relate to the same phenomenon as deviance-related
effects on an electrophysiological level.

1.1. How does the theoretical interpretation of distraction
depend on the type of deÕiance?

One issue to be discussed in this section relates to the
usage of large amounts of physical differences between the

Žacoustic background and the deviant sound i.e., novel or
.large deviant when studying distraction. Another issue

relates to the usage of familiar or meaningful distractors
such as dog barking. On the one hand, the usage of large
deviants helps to obtain distinct behavioral distraction

w xeffects 13,70 and deviance-related ERP effects, that is,
w xMMN and P3a 15,52 . On the other hand, the usage of

large deviants creates a disadvantage from a theoretical
point of view, since orienting and, as a consequence,
distraction, may be due to two different mechanisms de-

Ž .tecting the deviance: 1 a ‘new-afferent-elements-activa-
tion’ mechanism being able to detect salient deviants via a
differential state of refractoriness of afferent elements
specifically responding to the infrequently presented de-
viant sound and those specifically responding to the fre-

Ž .quently presented standard sound; 2 a purely ‘memory-
related’ mismatch mechanism being able to detect irregular
events in repetitive stimulation via a memory comparison
process between the representation of the actual stimulus
information and a representation of the invariances inher-

w xent to the recent stimulation 41,48,57,60 . According to a
w xmodel proposed by Naatanen 40 , the former mechanism¨¨ ¨

is reflected in the supratemporal N1 and partly in the
nonspecific N1 component, and the latter mechanism is

Ž w x.reflected in the MMN see also Ref. 53 . It should be
mentioned that also the ‘new-afferent-elements-activation’

Žmechanism may be related to memory functions e.g.,
w x.Refs. 33,34,42,64 , since refractory neurons do indirectly

contain information about previous stimulation; for exam-
ple, the habituation effect of N1 can be seen as a simple
form of learning. However, in contrast to the memory-re-
lated change-detection mechanism, no explicit or specific
memory representations are necessarily involved in the
‘afferent-elements-activation’ mechanism, which may
therefore be regarded as less memory-related. This is
indicated by the fact that the N1 can be elicited by the first

Žstimulus in an experimental session without recurrence to
.a previous standard sound , whereas the elicitation of

w xMMN requires a memory trace of the standard sound 65 .
A paradigmatic case for the less memory-related mecha-

Žnism i.e., the ‘new-afferent-elements-activation’ mecha-
.nism creates the detection of a sudden, intense sound, and

a paradigmatic case for memory-related change-detection,
the detection of an occasional exchange of two elements in

w xa repetitively presented tonal pattern 66 , or the omission
w xof an expected sound 72 . The contribution of each of

these mechanisms to the behavioral distraction effect can
hardly be disentangled with large deviants.

Moreover, attentional orienting may not only be elicited
via change-detection mechanisms but also according to a

Žmatch mechanism. That is, meaningful events such as
.one’s own name or the barking of a dog may have

attention-capturing properties per se. One may consider
situations in which one’s own name spoken by an unat-
tended speaker immediately attracted our attention. The
finding that dishabituation of the electrodermal orienting

w xresponse 59 is more frequent for approaching than for
w xretreating targets 6 suggests that the distraction potential

Žof a stimulus depends on its meaning for a converse result
w x.see 17 . A first ERP indication for the hypothesis that

novelty effects are modulated by the familiarity of distrac-
w xtors has recently been reported by Mecklinger et al. 36 .

Since meaningful novels do often also represent large
deviants, distraction effects obtained with novels cannot be
interpreted unequivocally with regard to the underlying
attention switching mechanism. That is, distraction effects
with novels such as dog-barking may be due to any or all
of the three mechanisms. Therefore, in order to study
auditory distraction that is caused by the memory-related
change-detection mechanism small changes should be em-
ployed. However, with small changes, behavioral distrac-

Žtion effects are difficult to obtain and P3a an ERP index
.of attentional orienting may not be elicited in the usual

distraction paradigms.
To avoid the uncertainty with respect to mechanism

responsible for the distraction effect, a new paradigm was
developed suited to yield reliable distraction effects with a
rather small difference between standard and deviant
sounds. In typical distraction paradigms, task-irrelevant
and task-relevant aspects of stimulation are embedded in
different objects or even in different modalities. However,
a large ‘channel-separation’ may prevent distraction effects
to occur with small distractors. According to Naatanen’s¨¨ ¨

w xattention switch model 41 , conscious deviant detection
can be explained as the result of a pre-attentively operating
deviant detection system generating interrupt signals that
have to surpass a variable threshold in order to elicit an
attention switch or to get access to consciousness. The

Ž .probability for exceeding this threshold is a function of a
Ž .the attentional load of the primary task and b of the

channel-separation of task-relevant and task-irrelevant as-
w xpects of stimulation 9,57 . That is, distractors that are
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physically similar to the targets should produce more
interference because they fall within the attentional filter,
and therefore are selected for further processing; whereas
distractors highly distinguishable from the targets are eas-
ily dismissed since they fall outside the filter.

The influence of channel-separation may explain some
puzzling results obtained in auditory distraction experi-
ments. For example, in an experiment reported by Alho et

w xal. 4 , subjects were presented with mixed sequences of
equiprobable auditory and visual standard stimuli which
were randomly interspersed with two kinds of deviants one
of them being a target stimulus requiring an overt re-
sponse, the other being a task-irrelevant deviant. Behav-
ioral performance to these target stimuli was impaired
when preceded by a task-irrelevant deviant of the same
modality compared to target performance to a target pre-
ceded by a standard. However, deviants in the unattended
modality did not affect the behavioral response to targets.
A similar absence of intermodal distraction effects has

w xbeen observed in a study by Woods et al. 69 . That is, no
intermodal distraction effects did occur but distinct in-
tramodal distraction effects, in which task-relevant and
task-irrelevant aspects of stimulation were more similar.
Since the attentional load was presumably similar in both
conditions, that absence of inter-modal distraction can be
explained as a consequence of the increase in channel-sep-
aration between task-relevant and task-irrelevant aspects of
stimulation.

It is known from the visual domain that distractors are
more effective if target and distractor are embedded in the
same object or perceptual group than if the distractor is

w xlocated in a different object 5,11,30 . Corresponding ef-
fects have been reported for the auditory modality, where

w xbehavioral distraction effects 1,8,26 and ERP attention
w xeffects 2 were found to depend on the clustering of the

acoustic input into auditory objects. This means that larger
Ž .distraction effects even to small deviations can be ex-

pected if the stimulus dimension carrying task-relevant
information and the stimulus dimension on which devia-
tions can occur are located in the same auditory object
than when they belong to different objects. In the present
paper, a new paradigm will be presented in which the
task-relevant stimulus dimension was orthogonally crossed
with the task-irrelevant dimension. The task-relevant di-
mension was duration and the task-irrelevant dimension
was frequency; short and long duration tones were pre-
sented equiprobably, and subjects had to press a button to
long duration stimuli; within the task-irrelevant dimension,

Ž .tones could be of standard ps0.9 or of deviant fre-
Ž .quency ps0.1 . However, unlike with usual auditory

Ždistraction paradigms, distractors i.e., tones being of de-
.viant frequency did require a response with the same

Žprobability than did non-distractors i.e., tones being of
.standard frequency; Fig. 1 . It was predicted that distinct

behavioral distraction effects will be obtained with this
paradigm, since one and the same perceptual object carries

ŽFig. 1. Illustration of the distraction paradigm with the task-relevant stimulus dimension being duration equiprobably presented short and long duration
. Ž .tones , and the task-irrelevant stimulus dimension being frequency including a frequent standard and an infrequent deviant frequency . Subjects had to

discriminate between short and long duration stimuli.
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task-relevant information that differentiates targets from
non-targets, as well as presumably distracting information
about a task-irrelevant deviance. In other words, channel-
separation between task-relevant and task-irrelevant as-
pects of stimulation is minimized and, as a consequence,
distraction effects are expected.

1.2. ‘Cost-benefit’ decomposition of auditory distraction

A second issue that is addressed in this paper concerns
an untested assumption when relating deviance-related ERP
effects to behavioral distraction effects, that is, the assump-
tion that distraction effects on a behavioral level relate to
the same phenomenon as deviance-related effects on an
electrophysiological level. Distraction effects are usually
defined as the difference in behavioral performance to
targets preceded by a task-irrelevant deviant and to targets
preceded by a task-irrelevant standard. However, a particu-
lar difference in this comparison could be produced by two
different, logically equivalent alternatives; that is, it can be
due to a modulation in the processing of deviant-preceded
targets or due to a modulation in the processing of stan-
dard-preceded targets. According to the cost–benefit tech-
nique applied in behavioral research on selective attention,
the former may be termed ‘costs’ and the latter ‘benefits’
w x50 . Although the existence of benefits does not seem to
be very plausible in the case of auditory distraction, they
cannot be ruled out completely. One may, for example,
consider that a task-irrelevant homogeneous auditory back-
ground may possibly lead to a superior arousal level

Žresulting in improved behavioral performance e.g., Ref.
w x.51 . If the behavioral distraction effects only consist of

Žbenefits, the observed deviance-related ERP effects i.e.,
.MMN and P3a cannot directly be linked to the distraction

effects, since MMN and P3a are due to a modulation in the
Ž w x.processing of deviants e.g., Ref. 40 .

ŽIn order to test whether behavioral distraction is at
.least partly due to costs in the processing of deviant-pre-

ceded targets, not only oddball blocks containing deviants
and standards were run, but also control blocks were

Ž .included in the main experiment Table 1 . This condition
was designed to permit to determine the minimal amount

of costs being visible in the difference in behavioral
performance to deviant-preceded and to standard-preceded
targets. In these control blocks, the stimulus dimension in
which deviants differed from standards in oddball blocks
Ž .i.e., frequency was varied over a large scale of different
values. That is, there were no standards and deviants but a
random variation of different frequencies. By comparing
the behavioral performance to targets being of deviant

Ž .frequency presented in oddball blocks with the behav-
ioral performance to physically identical stimuli presented
in control blocks, it should be determined whether distrac-
tion effects are due to costs, benefits, or both.

In sum, the present study determined the effects of a
newly developed distraction paradigm on a behavioral and
on an electrophysiological level. To evaluate the efficiency
of deviant events in eliciting distraction, the amount of the
physical difference between standard and deviant was var-
ied in three steps by employing small, medium, and large
deviants. Furthermore, in order to test the unverified as-
sumption of research relating behavioral distraction effects

Žto deviance-related ERP effects i.e., the assumption that
distraction effects reflect a modulation in the processing of

.deviance-preceded targets , a ‘cost-benefit’ analysis of the
distraction effects was performed. Finally, two additional
control experiments were performed to replicate the dis-
traction effects to tiny deviations in task-irrelevant aspects
of stimulation obtained with the new auditory distraction
paradigm. In these control experiments, we varied target
probability, response requirement, and tone duration in
order to evaluate the robustness of the distraction effects.

2. Main experiment: materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

ŽFifteen paid healthy subjects ages 19–36 years, mean
.25.7 years; 9 males reporting normal hearing participated

in the experiment. Subjects were seated in a comfortable
chair in an electrically shielded and acoustically attenuated
cabin during the experiment.

Table 1
Experimental design

Ž .Condition Stimulus-type frequencies Within-block probabilities

Ž . Ž .Short tones Nogo Long tones Go

Ž .Small-Deviant Standard 700, 750 0.45 0.45
Ž .Deviant 750, 700 0.05 0.05
Ž .Medium-Deviant Standard 700, 900 0.45 0.45
Ž .Deviant 900, 700 0.05 0.05
Ž .Large-Deviant Standard 700, 1200 0.45 0.45
Ž .Deviant 1200, 700 0.05 0.05
ŽRandomly-Varying-Frequencies Control 700, 750, 800, 850, 900, 950, 10=0.05 10=0.05

.1000, 1050, 1100, 1200
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2.2. Procedure

Ž . Ž .Auditory stimuli were short 100 ms and long 200 ms
Žsinusoidal tones rise and fall times of 5 ms; intensity of

.70 dB SPL generated with NeuroScan stimulation unit.
Short and long tones were presented binaurally via head-
phones with equal probability. Subjects were instructed to
perform a button-press response with their left index-finger
to long tones. There was one training block at the begin-
ning of the experiment and nine experimental blocks each
containing 300 stimuli. The constant offset-to-onset inter-

Ž .stimulus interval ISI was 1 s. Within a block, tones
differed in frequency. In oddball blocks, tones were either

Ž .of standard frequency ps0.9 or of deviant frequency
Ž .ps0.1 . In three different conditions, the magnitude of
the physical deviation between standards and deviants was

Ž . Ž . Ž .small 50 Hz , medium 200 Hz , and large 500 Hz .
These conditions are referred to as Small-Deviant,
Medium-Deviant, and Large-Deviant conditions. Subjects
received two blocks of each condition the difference being
that the role between standard and deviant frequency was
exchanged. In one block of the Small-Deviant condition,
the standards were 700 Hz in frequency and the deviants
750 Hz, whereas in the second block, standards were 750
Hz in frequency and deviants 700 Hz. In the Medium-De-
viant condition, the two frequencies employed were 700
Hz and 900 Hz, and in the Large-Deviant condition, the
frequencies were 700 and 1200 Hz. There was an addi-
tional condition, in which tones of 10 different frequencies
Ž .700, 750, 800, 850, 900, 950, 1000 1050, 1100, 1200 Hz
were presented equiprobably. This Randomly-Varying Fre-
quencies condition contained all those frequencies which
served as deviant frequencies in the oddball blocks. Fur-

Žthermore, the probability of a particular frequency e.g.,
.750 Hz was identical to the probability of this frequency

in the oddball block in which it served as the deviant.
However, these tones cannot be regarded as deviants, since
no standards were present in the Randomly-Varying-Fre-
quencies condition. Their role was to serve as controls for
deviants from oddball blocks. If not only the Deviant
minus Standard but also the Deviant minus Control com-
parison shows behavioral distraction, it would be demon-

Ž .strated that distraction is at least partly due to costs.
Stimulus parameters and conditions are delineated in Table
1.

2.3. EEG measurement

The EEG was measured with Ag–AgrCl electrodes
Žfrom 10 scalp locations: Fpz, Fz, Cz, and Pz 10–20

. Ž .system , both mastoids lM and rM, respectively , two
electrodes placed at 1r3 and 2r3 of the arc connecting Fz

Ž .to LM L1, L2 , and homologous electrodes over the right
Ž .hemisphere R1, R2 . The horizontal EOG was monitored

at the outer canthus of the left eye. The reference electrode
was positioned at the nose. The EEG and EOG were

digitized by NeuroScan data-acquisition unit at a rate of
200 Hz and with a filter bandpass of 0.1 to 40 Hz. Epochs

Žwere 800 ms in duration including a 100 ms prestimulus
.baseline . Epochs with EEG or EOG changes exceeding

150 mV were rejected from further analysis. In oddball
blocks, ERPs were averaged, separately for each Amount-

Žof-Deviance condition Small-Deviant, Medium-Deviant,
. Ž .Large-Deviant and Stimulus-Type Standard, Deviant . In

Žthe Randomly-Varying Frequencies condition oddball
.blocks , ERPs to those tones were computed, which were

employed as deviants in the corresponding oddball condi-
tion. This results in three different Control-ERPs: Small-
Deviant-Control-, Medium-Deviant-Control-, and Large-
Deviant-Control-ERPs. Individual ERPs were low-pass fil-

Ž .tered 25 Hz; 24 dBroctave .

2.4. Data analysis: behaÕioral data

Button-press responses to long stimuli in the interval
Žfrom 250–1000 ms relative to stimulus onset i.e., 150–900

.ms relative to onset of the duration difference were
Ž .regarded as correct responses hits . Button-press re-

sponses to short stimuli in the interval from 50–1000 ms
Ž .were regarded as erroneous responses false alarms . Reac-

Ž .tion times RTs in correct trials, hit rates, and false alarm
rates were determined separately for stimuli being of stan-
dard and deviant frequency in the three different Deviant
conditions. That is, hit rates and RTs were computed from
the responses to long stimuli, and false alarm rates from
responses to short stimuli. In the Randomly-Varying-Fre-
quencies condition, only tones being of the frequencies of
the corresponding Small-, Medium-, and Large-Deviant
conditions were taken into account. This resulted in three

Ždifferent Control-RTs Small-Deviant-Control-RT,
Medium-Deviant-Control-RT, and Large-Deviant-Control-

.RT ; for example, the Small-Deviant-Control-RT is the RT
to tones having a frequency of 700 Hz and 750 Hz
presented in the Randomly-Varying-Frequencies condition.
The values were compared with ANOVAs employing the

Ž .factor Stimulus-Type levels: Standard, Control, Deviant
Žand Amount-of-Deviance levels: Small-Deviant,
.Medium-Deviant, Large-Deviant .

The comparison of performance between stimuli being
of standard and those being of deviant frequency was used
to determine behavioral distraction effects. The Deviant vs.
Control and the Standard vs. Control comparisons were
performed to break down the distraction effects into ‘costs’
and ‘benefits’, respectively.

2.5. Data analysis: ERP-data

To evaluate the MMN, two different kinds of difference
waves were computed: First, the ‘traditional’ difference
waves were formed by subtracting Standard-ERPs from
Deviant-ERPs. Second, ‘modified’ difference waves were
obtained by subtracting Control-ERPs from Deviant-ERPs.
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The advantage of this procedure is that the MMN should
be less overlapped by N1 refractoriness effects, since
deviants and controls were of identical within-block proba-
bility. At least in the Large-Deviant condition, standards
and deviants are physically highly different, which proba-
bly results in refractoriness of neurons being responsive to
standards. An increase in negativity to Deviant-ERPs in
the MMN range may then partly be a result of a release

Ž w x.from N1 refractoriness cf. Ref. 53 , i.e., the ‘true’ MMN
amplitude may be overestimated in the traditional subtrac-

w xtion method 42,56 .
MMN and N2b amplitudes were measured as the mean

amplitudes in the 50-ms intervals around the latencies of
the peak in the corresponding grand-average responses
from Fz and from the left mastoid. Fz was chosen since
MMN and N2b are most prominent at Fz. The left mastoid

Žwas chosen to differentiate between MMN and N2b the
MMN inverts polarity at the mastoids when nose reference

.is used whereas the N2b does not . The P3 amplitudes was
measured from Fz lead, which yielded deviance-related P3
effects that were as large as those obtained at Cz and Pz
Ž . Ž .cf. Fig. 4 . Component peak latencies MMN, N2b, P3
for each subject were determined on the basis of the
scalp-distribution.

The presence of the MMN, N2b, and P3 amplitudes was
statistically evaluated by one-tailed one-group t-tests of the
difference amplitudes, separately for the different Amount-
of-Deviance conditions and subtraction methods. To com-
pare the MMNs across the different conditions, repeated

Ž .measurement analyses of variance ANOVA were per-
Žformed employing the Amount-of-Deviance levels:

.Small-Deviant, Medium-Deviant, Large-Deviant as factor.
Corresponding ANOVAs were computed with the N2b and
P3 amplitudes.

3. Main experiment: results

3.1. BehaÕioral data: reaction times

Fig. 2 shows the RTs to long tones, separately for the
Ž .factors Stimulus-Type Standard, Control, Deviant and

Ž .Amount-of-Deviance Small, Medium, Large . The Stan-
dard-RTs were shortest and Deviant-RTs were longest in
each Amount-of-Deviance condition. In the Small-Deviant
and Large-Deviant conditions, each subject showed an RT
increase for deviants relative to standards; in the Medium-

Ž .Deviant condition, each except one subject showed an
RT prolongation to targets being of deviant frequency.
Furthermore, the Control-RTs were prolonged as compared
with the Standard-RTs and shortened as compared with the
Deviant-RTs.

The omnibus-ANOVA yielded a significant main effect
Ž .of Stimulus-Type F s22.94, p-0.001, es0.98 .2,28

ŽThere was also an Amount-of-Deviance main effect F2,28
.s8.22, p-0.002, es0.86 indicating that RT increased

Ž .Fig. 2. Reaction times to target stimuli i.e., long duration tones ,
separately for standard, control, and deviant stimuli in the Small, Medium,

Ž .and Large Amount-of-Deviance conditions main experiment .

with increasing magnitude of physical difference between
the frequencies being employed. The Stimulus-Type=

ŽAmount-of-Deviance interaction was not significant F4,56
.s1.50, ps0.241, es0.48 . A subsequent ANOVA with

factor levels of Stimulus-Type being Standard and Control
Ži.e., reflecting the benefits in the processing of standards

.relative to controls yielded a main effect of Stimulus-Type
Ž .F s6.23, p-0.026 . The corresponding ANOVA1,14

Žwith Control and Deviant as levels of Stimulus-Type i.e.,
reflecting costs in the processing of deviants relative to

.controls also yielded a significant main effect of Stimu-
Ž . 1lus-Type F s17.59, p-0.001 . The Amount-of-De-1,14

viance main effect was significant for the ANOVA analyz-
ing the costs and for the ANOVA analysing the benefits
Ž .F s7.32 and 10.54, p-0.001, es0.89 and 0.72 ,2,28

indicating that RT increased with increasing magnitude of
physical difference between the frequencies being em-
ployed.

3.2. BehaÕioral data: hit rates

Ž .Fig. 3 left panel shows the hit percentages for stan-
dards, deviants, and controls, separately for the Small-De-
viant, Medium-Deviant, and Large-Deviant conditions. In
general, deviants yielded smaller hit rates compared with
standards and controls. In the Small-Deviant condition, 12
out of 15 subjects had a reduced hit rate in the case of
deviants relative to standards; in the Medium-Deviant con-

1 Ž .Although costs were numerically larger than benefits 34 vs. 18 ms ,
Ž .the ANOVA in which costs Control RT–Standard RT and benefits

Ž .Deviant RT–Control RT were employed as factor levels revealed no
Ž .significant difference F s1.41, ps0.255 .1,14
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. Hit percentages left panel and false alarm percentages right panel , separately for standard, and deviant stimuli in the different Amount-of-Devi-
Ž .ance conditions; the values for the Control stimuli are depicted by broken lines main experiment .

dition, 14 of the 15 subjects showed a decrease in hit rate
for deviants; in the Large-Deviant condition, 11 of the
subjects had a decrease in hit rate to deviants. The om-
nibus-ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of Stimu-

Ž .lus-Type F s7.82, p-0.004, es0.79 . There was2,28
Žalso an Amount-of-Deviance main effect F s3.95,2,28

.p-0.040, es0.83 indicating that hit percentages de-
creased with increasing magnitude of physical difference
between the frequencies being employed. There was also a

ŽStimulus-Type=Amount-of-Deviance interaction F s4,56
.3.54, ps0.038, es0.55 indicating larger deviance-re-

lated decrease in hit percentages in the Medium-Deviant
and Large-Deviant conditions compared with the Small-
Deviant condition. A subsequent ANOVA with factor

Žlevels of Stimulus-Type being Standard and Control i.e.,
reflecting the benefits in the processing of standards rela-

.tive to controls yielded a significant main effect of Stimu-
Ž .lus-Type F s4.61, p-0.050 . The corresponding1,14

ANOVA with Control and Deviant as levels of Stimulus-
ŽType i.e., reflecting costs in the processing of deviants

.relative to controls yielded a marginal significant main
Ž .effect of Stimulus-Type F s3.75, p-0.073 indicat-1,14

ing deteriorated performance for deviants compared to
controls. The corresponding ANOVA with Standard and

ŽDeviant as levels of Stimulus-Type i.e., reflecting the
.difference between standard and deviants yielded a highly

Žsignificant main effect of Stimulus-Type F s15.47,1,14
.p-0.001 reflecting smaller hit rates for deviants com-

pared with standards. However, there was also a signifi-
cant Stimulus-Type = Amount-of-Deviance interaction
Ž .F s6.11, p-0.007, es0.94 indicating that the dif-2,28

ference between hit rates to the different types of stimuli
was not identical for all levels of the factor Amount-of-De-
viance. In subsequent ANOVAs, the differences between
Deviant and Standard hit rates were compared for all
pairwise Amount-of-Deviance condition combinations.

They yielded significant differences between the Medium-
ŽDeviant and Small-Deviant conditions F s12.92, p-1,14

.0.003 and a marginal significant difference between the
ŽMedium-Deviant and Large-Deviant conditions F s1,14

.4.54, p-0.051 .

3.3. BehaÕioral data: false alarm rates

Ž .Fig. 3 right panel shows the percentages of false
Ž .alarms i.e., button-presses to short tones for standards,

deviants, and controls, separately for the different Amount-
of-Deviance conditions. False alarm percentages were

Žhigher with deviants as compared with standards and
.controls in Medium-Deviant and in Large-Deviant condi-

tion. In the Small-Deviant condition, only 5 of the 15
subjects had an increase in false alarm rate in the case of
deviants relative to standards; in the Medium-Deviant con-
dition, 9 of the 15 subjects showed an increase in false
alarm rate for deviants; in the Large-Deviant condition, 11
of the subjects had an increase in false alarm rate to
deviants. The omnibus-ANOVA yielded a marginal signif-

Žicant main effect of Stimulus-Type F s3.57, p-2,28
.0.066, es0.65 . A subsequent ANOVA with factor levels

Žof Stimulus-Type being Standard and Control i.e., reflect-
ing the benefits in the processing of standards relative to

.controls yielded a significant main effect of Stimulus-Type
Ž .F s9.78, p-0.007 . The corresponding ANOVA1,14

Žwith Control and Deviant as levels of Stimulus-Type i.e.,
reflecting costs in the processing of deviants relative to

. Žcontrols yielded no main effect of Stimulus-Type F s1,14
.0.25, ps0.628 . The corresponding ANOVA with Stan-

Ždard and Deviant as levels of Stimulus-Type i.e., reflect-
.ing the difference between standards and deviants yielded

Ža significant main effect of Stimulus-Type F s6.78,1,14
.p-0.021 , indicating more false alarms with deviants

compared with standards. However, a marginal significant
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ŽStimulus-Type=Amount-of-Deviance interaction F s2,28
.2.62, p-0.102, es0.84 indicated that the difference in

false alarms between standards and deviants was not iden-
tical across the three Amount-of-Deviance conditions. Sub-
sequent ANOVAs which were performed for the three
Amount-of-Deviance conditions yielded significant main
effects of Stimulus-Type in the Medium-Deviant and

ŽLarge-Deviant conditions only F -valuess5.12 and1,14
.6.13, p-0.027 .

3.4. ERP data: component mean amplitudes

Fig. 4 shows the ERPs elicited by the standards, de-
viants, and controls, separately for the different Amount-
of-Deviance conditions. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding
Deviant minus Standard and Deviant minus Control differ-
ence waves. Table 2 lists the mean MMN and N2b ampli-
tudes elicited at Fz and lM. The corresponding t-tests
yielded significant results except the Fz MMN from the
Large-Deviant condition measured from the Deviant minus
Control difference waves and the left mastoid N2bs ob-
tained in the Small-Deviant condition. Distinct MMNs
were elicited, which revealed polarity reversals at the
mastoids. This was revealed by the traditional subtraction
method and by the modified subtraction method. The
MMNs were followed by N2b deflections which did not
invert polarity at the mastoids. Finally, there were distinct
P3 deflections which were of comparable amplitudes at Fz,
Cz, and Pz. The corresponding t-tests yielded significant

Ž .results in each Amount-of-Deviance condition Table 3 . It
should be noted that deviants elicited an additional,
fronto-centrally distributed negativity in the 400–700 ms

Ž .range Fig. 4 . This unexpected effect will not be discussed
in this paper.

The ANOVAs comparing the MMNs across the Small-,
Medium-, and Large-Deviant conditions yielded a
marginally significant Amount-of-Deviance main effect

Žwith the traditional subtraction method F s2.54, p-2,28
.0.109, es0.82 reflecting smallest MMN amplitude in the

Small-Deviant condition. However, with the modified sub-
traction method, the significant Amount-of-Deviance main

Ž .effect F s4.80, p-0.021, es0.88 was due to2,28

largest MMN amplitude in the Small-Deviant condition.
The ANOVA performed with the N2bs computed with the
modified subtraction method yielded a marginally signifi-

Žcant Amount-of-Deviance main effect F s2.77, p-2,28
.0.091, es0.84 . This effect was mainly due to largest

N2b in the Small-Deviant condition. As can be seen in
Table 3, the P3 amplitudes were increasing with increasing
difference between standard and deviants. This observation
was confirmed by ANOVAs performed with the P3 com-

Žputed with the traditional F s4.53, p-0.020, es2,28

. Ž .0.99 and the modified F s4.24, p-0.027, es0.942,28

subtraction method.

3.5. ERP data: component latencies

For the traditional subtraction method, the means of the
individual MMN peak latencies were 169, 142, and 141
ms for the Small-, Medium-, and Large-Deviant conditions
Ž .F s10.89, p-0.001, es0.76 . Subsequent pairwise2,28

t-tests revealed prolonged MMN latencies in the case of
the Small-Deviant condition compared with the Medium-

Žand Long-Deviant conditions t s4.24 and 3.33, p-14
.0.001 and.005, respectively . For the modified subtraction

method, mean individual MMN peak latencies were 199,
Ž .145, and 113 ms F s44.11, p-0.001, es0.62 . The2,28

Amount-of-Deviance main effect was due to longest MMN
Žlatencies in the Small-Deviant condition Small vs.

.Medium: t s9.52, p-0.001 and to shortest MMN14
Žlatencies in the Large-Deviant condition Large vs. Small:

t s9.88, p-0.001; Large vs. Medium: t s2.58, p-14 14
.0.022 .

Also the N2b latencies decreased with increasing mag-
nitude of physical difference between deviant and stan-
dard. For the traditional subtraction method, the means of
the individual N2b peak latencies were 251, 221, and 201
ms for the Small-, Medium-, and Large-Deviant conditions
Ž .F s12.32, p-0.001, es0.69 . The corresponding2,28

values for the modified subtraction method were 260, 224,
Ž .and 209 ms F s21.13, p-0.001, es0.73 . Subse-2,28

quent pairwise t-test yielded prolonged latencies for the
ŽSmall-Deviant condition Small vs. Medium: t s2.2414

and 3.58 for the traditional and the modified subtraction
.method, p-0.042 and.003 and shortest N2b latencies for
Žthe Large-Deviant condition Large vs. Small: t s5.6014

and 6.44 for the traditional and the modified subtraction
method, p-0.001 and.001; Large vs. Medium: t s2.7414

and 2.70 for the traditional and the modified subtraction
.method, p-0.016 and.017 .

The means of the individual P3 peak latencies were
345, 337, and 325 ms for the Small-, Medium-, and
Large-Deviant conditions in the case of the traditional
subtraction method. With the modified subtraction method,
P3 peak latencies were 343, 338, and 322 ms for the three
Amount-of-Deviance conditions. The corresponding
ANOVAs failed to reach statistical significance.

4. Main experiment: discussion

4.1. BehaÕioral distraction effects elicited by small distrac-
tors

The present paradigm yielded reliable distraction on an
individual level even with deviants revealing a frequency

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Grand-average ERPs elicited by for standard broken lines , control dotted lines , and deviant continuous lines stimuli, separately for the Small,
Ž .Medium, and Large Amount-of-Deviance conditions. The time and amplitude scales are shown in the upper left corner of each box main experiment .
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Table 2
Ž .MMN and N2b mean amplitudes for Fz and left mastoid lM electrode locations, separately for the small, medium, and large amount-of-deviance

conditions

MMN N2b

Deviant Deviant

Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Dev-Stand y1.29))) y2.00))) y1.95))) y0.97) y1.54)) y0.92)

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fz 175 135 140 255 180 210
Dev-Contr y2.28))) y1.36))) y0.60 y2.20))) y1.43))) y1.03)

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .210 140 110 255 180 210
Dev-Stand q1.00) q.80)) q1.47)) y0.42 y1.29))) y1.24))

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lM 195 140 130 280 265 225
Dev-Contr q1.29)) q0.35 q0.78) y0.40 y0.93)) y0.75)

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .200 145 145 330 270 235

One-tailed t-test: ) p-0.05, )) p-0.01, ))) p-0.001.
Ž .Values in parentheses represent the peak latency ms of the respective component in the grand-average Deviant minus Standard and Deviant minus

Control responses. Individual MMN and N2b amplitudes were measured in the 50-ms interval around these latencies.

Ž .deviation of about 7% Fig. 6 . The behavioral distraction
effects obtained with tiny deviants can be explained within
the framework of a particular change-detection mecha-
nism. As shortly mentioned in Section 1, there is evidence

Ž .for three types of deviant detection mechanisms: 1 Large
changes or novels may be detected on the basis of differen-
tial refractoriness of afferent elements specifically respond-
ing to the features of the standard, and afferent elements

w xspecifically responding to the features of the deviant 41 .
Ž .2 Tiny changes may be detected on the basis of an

Ž .automatically operating system which a extracts actual
Ž .stimulus information, b encodes invariances in repetitive

input into shortlived representations of sensory memory,
Ž .and c compares the actually generated representations

with the representation of the invariances. It has been
demonstrated elsewhere that MMN elicited by tiny de-
viants cannot be explained by the differential refractoriness
hypothesis and may, therefore, be regarded as an indicator

w xof this memory-related change-detection system 42,58 .
Ž .3 Meaningful events may be detected on the basis of
match processes comparing each input with a limited set of
representations stored in long-term memory. The output of
any of these change-detection mechanisms may result in
the elicitation of an attention switch causing deteriorated
performance in the primary task. With large deviants and
novels it is unclear whether only one or several of these
mechanisms contribute to the distraction effect. However,
in the present paradigm employing tiny changes, the dis-
traction effect can only be explained by the memory-re-
lated change-detection mechanism. Thus, the present
paradigm is suited to yield distraction effects that can most

likely be interpreted in terms of a particular mechanism.
This may help to further illuminate the processes underly-
ing distraction.

4.2. How to explain the occurrence of behaÕioral distrac-
tion with small distractors

On the average, the RT to targets with a small fre-
quency deviation were prolonged by about 50 ms relative
to targets being of standard frequency. This effect exceeds
the RT prolongation obtained in previous distraction exper-

w x w ximents by a factor of five 55 and seven 13 . However,
the frequency difference between standard and deviant
employed in the present study was almost identical to
these studies, and also the timing of the onset of task-rele-

Ž .vant aspects of stimulation target and the onset of the
task-irrelevant, distracting aspect of the stimulation
Ž .frequency deviation was comparable. That is, the differ-
ence in the size of the distraction effect cannot be ex-
plained by the amount of the physical difference between
deviant and standard or by a difference in the timing of the
presentation of the deviant. Instead, the pattern of results
suggest that the channel-separation is important for the

w xsize of the behavioral distraction effect 9 . Channel-sep-
w xaration was maximal in the study by Escera et al. 13 , in

which the distracting deviant stimuli and the target stimuli
occurred in separate modalities. It was intermediate in the

w xstudy by Schroger 55 in which targets and distractors¨
were both auditory but presented to different ears. Chan-
nel-separation was minimal in the present study, in which
deviant and target dimension were embedded in the same

Fig. 5. Traditional difference waves, which were computed by subtracting the ERPs elicited by the standard from those elicited by the deviant, and
modified difference waves, which were computed by subtracting the ERPs elicited by the control from those elicited by the deviant. The time and

Ž .amplitude scales are shown in the upper left corner of each box main experiment .
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Table 3
P3 mean amplitudes for Fz electrode location, separately for the small,
medium, and large amount-of-deviance conditions

P3

Deviant

Small Medium Large

Dev-Stand q1.57) q2.72)) q3.60)))

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fz 350 345 330
Dev-Contr q1.31) q2.31)) q3.55)))

Ž . Ž . Ž .365 345 325

One-tailed t-test: ) p-0.05, )) p-0.01, ))) p-0.001.
Ž .Values in parentheses represent the peak latency ms of the P3 in the

respective grand-average Deviant minus Standard and Deviant minus
Control responses. Individual amplitudes were measured in the 50-ms
interval around these latencies.

perceptual object but located in different dimensions of
this object. Similar observations have been made in visual

w xdistraction 5,11,30 . Moreover, this finding also supports
the notion that our auditory system creates meaningful
units of the acoustic input by integrating information that
belongs together and separating it from information be-

w xlonging to different objects 7 . Effects of the way our
auditory system organizes the acoustic input on behavioral
performance and ERPs have been demonstrated in previ-

Ž w x.ous studies e.g., Refs. 2,62,65 .
A similar argument can be made for the elicitation of

N2b and P3a components presumably indicating the con-
scious registration of the deviance. In ignore condition,

task-irrelevant frequency deviations of about 7% elicit a
MMN, but they usually do not evoke N2b and P3a. The
MMN obtained in the present paradigm is quite similar to
the MMN obtained in different types of paradigms trying
to prevent that the subjects attended to the standard and

w xdeviant sounds, such as reading 43 , dichotic listening
w x w x44 , and crossmodal attention 3 . This suggests that auto-

Ž .matic deviance-detection reflected in MMN is not af-
fected by a reduction in channel-separation. However, with
the present setting, it seems to be difficult for the subject
to get rid of task-irrelevant stimulus information. That is,
the information about the presence of a deviant event
Žprovided by the automatic deviant-detection system in-

.dexed by the elicitation of MMN evokes subsequent
processes resulting in an orienting towards the deviance
Žindicated by the elicitation of N2b and P3a, as well as by

.the occurrence of behavioral distraction effects when
task-irrelevant, distracting aspects of the stimulation and
task-relevant aspects of stimulation belong to the same
sound.

4.3. Influence of the amount of deÕiation

With respect to the influence of the amount of deviation
Žon the latencies of the deviance-related ERP effects MMN,

.N2b, P3a , the findings are consistent with previous re-
search. That is, the observed decrease in MMN-latency, in

Ž .N2b-latency, and only numerically in P3a-latency with
increasing deviant-standard difference has to be expected

w xaccording to results reported by Novak et al. 46,47 . With

Ž .Fig. 6. Individual reaction times to target stimuli i.e., long duration tones , separately for standard and deviant stimuli obtained the Small
Ž .Amount-of-Deviance condition main experiment .
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respect to the influence of the amount of deviation on the
size of the behavioral distraction effect, the findings are
not homogeneous. On the one hand, RT prolongation

Ž .obtained with deviants did not significantly increase as a
function of the physical difference between deviant and
standard. On the other hand, false alarm rates were af-
fected by the amount of deviance. That is, with medium
and large deviants more incorrect responses were made
than with small deviants.

With the traditional Deviant minus Standard compari-
son, MMN and P3a amplitudes increased with increasing
amount of deviance. This has to be expected on the basis

w xof previous research 41 . The unexpected absence of an
increase of N2b with increasing difference between de-
viant and standard can be explained by the partial overlap
between the P3a and the N2b in the present paradigm. That
is, the P3a is already developing before the N2b is termi-
nated, resulting in an artificial decrease of the N2b. It is
somewhat puzzling that the MMN delineated by the modi-
fied Deviant minus Control comparison did not increase as
a function of increasing amount of deviation. A possible
explanation could be that the ‘MMN’ delineated by the
traditional Deviant vs. Standard comparison consists of

w xN1-refractoriness effects and of a true MMN 42,53 .
ŽThen, the findings of the control condition in which the

.N1-refractoriness effect was controlled for would suggest
that the assumed relationship between MMN-amplitude

w xand amount of deviance 63 does mainly hold for the
memory-unrelated part of the deviance-related negativity

Ž .but not or only within a limited range of deviations for
its memory-related part. That is, if the deviance becomes

Žtoo large as in the Large Deviant condition of the present
. Žexperiment MMN is possibly not increased anymore or

.may even be reduced in amplitude , since another change-
detection mechanism comes into play, namely, the ‘new-

Ž .afferent-elements’ mechanism cf. Section 1 . However,
this represents a post-hoc explanation of an unexpected
result and needs further research.

4.4. Decomposition of behaÕioral distraction effects in
costs and benefits

ŽThe cost–benefit analysis of RTs performed in analogy
w x.to the method provided by Posner 50 revealed that the

Ždistraction consisted both in a modulation i.e., prolonga-
.tion in the processing of targets with deviant frequency

Ž . Ž .costs and in a modulation i.e., acceleration in the
Ž .processing of targets with standard frequency benefits .

The existence of costs is a prerequisite for connecting
behavioral distraction effects with deviance-related ERP

Žeffects which are known to reflect a modulation in the
.processing of deviant stimuli . In this respect, the present

demonstration of costs in auditory distraction creates a
necessary contribution to research trying to link behavioral
and electrophysiological distraction measures. In addition,
the occurrence of costs is evidence against the hypothesis

that the behavioral distraction completely results from a
w xstimulus probability effect 31,39 since deviant and con-

trol stimuli had identical probabilities. Only the benefits
revealed by the Standard vs. Control comparison may
possibly reflect stimulus probability effects.

The existence of acceleration of RTs with targets of
standard frequency relative to targets when frequency varies
from trial to trial suggests that we may benefit from
constancy in the frequency dimension for the evaluation of
the duration dimension. This may be interpreted as indicat-
ing that the duration and the frequency of a sound are not
processed completely independent of each other. The find-
ing that task-irrelevant frequency deviations impair dura-
tion discrimination suggests that these stimulus dimensions
form integrable rather than separable dimensions
w x18,28,38 . One criterion for integrable dimension is the
occurrence of interference in a classification task when one
of the dimensions is used as an irrelevant dimension.
However, this cannot necessarily be expected on the basis
of findings demonstrating that the preattentive processing

w xof these dimensions happens in spatially distinct 19 and
w xfunctionally separate 32,67 regions of the brain.

According to an alternative interpretation, the so-called
benefits may be regarded as costs in the processing of
targets in control blocks. If one considers that frequency
changes from trial to trial in control blocks, it seems
possible that our attentional system is permanently tempted
to scan the task-irrelevant frequency dimension and, as a
consequence, has less processing capacity available for
performing the duration discrimination. This re-interpreta-
tion of benefits into costs is consistent with findings from

w xJones et al. 25,27 according to which discretely pre-
sented, irrelevant tones changing over time may impair
performance in a visual memory task. It is further sup-
ported by the present finding that the N1 elicited by
control stimuli is consistently enhanced relative to the N1

Ž .elicited by standard stimuli Fig. 4 , suggesting that the
attention switching system reflected in the N1-refractori-
ness-effects is stronger activated by control stimuli in
control blocks than by standard stimuli in oddball blocks.

If the difference yielded by the comparison of Control-
RTs vs. Standard-RTs merely reflects costs in the process-

Žing of control stimuli instead of benefits in the processing
.of standard stimuli , then the comparison of Deviant-RTs

vs. Control-RTs even underestimates the true costs elicited
by deviant stimuli. That is, the Deviant-RTs minus Con-
trol-RTs of our decomposition of the distraction effects
into costs and benefits represent the minimal costs for
deviants and the maximal benefits for standards. However,
the true RT costs elicited by deviants may be as large as
the Deviant-RTs minus Standard-RTs.

5. Control experiments

Since a new distraction paradigm was used in the main
experiment, two control experiments were performed in
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order to replicate the behavioral distraction effects and the
electrophysiological deviance-related effects. In these con-
trol experiments, we introduced several variations to deter-
mine the robustness of these effects obtained with tiny
deviations. The most important difference to the main
experiment consists in the fact that each stimulus was a
target requiring a behavioral response, whereas in the main
experiment, only 50% of the stimuli required an overt
response and the remaining 50% required the withholding
of a response.

5.1. Control experiments: materials and methods

5.1.1. Control experiment 1

Ž5.1.1.1. Subjects. Fourteen paid healthy subjects ages
.22–35 years, mean 28.3 years; 8 male reporting normal

hearing participated in the experiment. Subjects were seated
in a comfortable chair in an electrically shielded and
acoustically attenuated cabin during the experiment.

5.1.1.2. Procedure. Everything was kept identical to the
oddball condition of the main experiment except the fol-
lowing changes. Subjects had to respond to each stimulus;
in one half of the experimental blocks, long stimuli re-
quired a response with the left index-finger, and short
stimuli required a response with the right index-finger; in
the other half, stimulus–response mapping was reversed.
In three conditions, the duration of short and long tones
was 30 vs. 180 ms, 150 vs. 300 ms, and 200 vs. 400 ms.
There were 12 experimental blocks containing 320 trials
for each condition. The standard frequency was 1000 Hz,

Žthe deviant frequency was either 900 or 1100 Hz ps0.05
.each .

5.1.1.3. Data analysis. RTs, hit rates, and false alarms
were computed analogous to the main experiment, sepa-
rately for the three duration conditions. ANOVAs includ-

Ž .ing Stimulus-Type levels: Standard, Deviant and Dura-
Ž .tion levels: 30r180, 150r300, 200r400 as within-sub-

jects factors were computed.

5.1.2. Control experiment 2

Ž5.1.2.1. Subjects. Three paid healthy subjects ages 27–32
.years, mean 30.0 years; 3 male reporting normal hearing

participated in the experiment. Subjects were seated in a
comfortable chair in an electrically shielded and acousti-
cally attenuated cabin during the experiment.

5.1.2.2. Procedure. Everything was kept identical to the
oddball condition of the main experiment except the fol-
lowing changes. Subjects had to respond to each stimulus;
in one half of the experimental blocks, long stimuli re-
quired a response with the left index-finger, and short

stimuli required a response with the right index-finger; in
the other half, stimulus–response mapping was reversed.
The duration of short and long tones was 200 and 400 ms,
respectively. Instead of the ISI, the stimulus-onset asyn-

Ž .chrony SOA was held constant at 1300 ms. There were
eight experimental blocks, each containing 80 trials. The
EEG was measured with Ag–AgrCl electrodes from 30
scalp locations including Fp1, F3, Fz, F4, Cz, Pz, and left
and right mastoid. The reference electrode was positioned
at the nose. The horizontal EOG and the vertical EOG
were monitored with electrodes placed at the outer canthi
of the left and right eye, and above and below the right
eye, respectively. The EEG and EOG were digitized by
NeuroScan data-acquisition unit at a rate of 200 Hz and
with a filter bandpass of 0.1 to 40 Hz. Epochs were 800

Ž .ms in duration including a 100 ms prestimulus baseline .
Epochs with EEG or EOG exceeding "60 mV were
rejected from further analysis.

5.1.2.3. Data analysis. RTs, hit rates, and false alarms
were computed analogous to the main experiment. Differ-
ence waves were formed by subtracting Standard-ERPs
from Deviant-ERPs.

5.2. Control experiments: results and discussion

In control experiment 1, each subject revealed pro-
longed RTs to targets being of deviant frequency relative

Ž .to targets being of standard frequency Fig. 7 . This find-
ing was reflected in the ANOVA yielding a main effect of

Žthe factor Stimulus-Type F s43.41, p-0.001; the1, 13

main effect Duration and the interaction effect Stimulus-
.Type=Duration were not significant . Trials with targets

Žbeing of deviant frequency revealed lower hit rates 89.5%
vs. 93.7; F s22.58, p-0.001; the main effect Dura-1,13

tion and the interaction effect Stimulus-Type)Duration
. Žwere not significant and increased false alarms 7.8% vs.

3.9%; F s17.66, p-0.001; the main effect Duration1, 13

and the interaction effect Stimulus-Type)Duration were
.not significant . In control experiment 2, each subject

revealed behavioral distraction consisting in slower RTs in
Ž .deviant trials 348 ms vs. 316 ms . The deviance-related

Ž .ERP effects consisted of MMN and P3a Fig. 8 .
In both control experiments, the behavioral distraction

effects obtained in the main experiment could be replicated
successfully. Although target probability, stimulus re-
sponse mapping, and duration of short and long stimuli
were different from the main experiment, the amount of
the distraction effect was virtually identical. Within the set
of durations utilized in the control experiments, the distrac-
tion effect did not vary as a function of duration. Subjects
in the main experiment performed a GorNogo task, that
is, anticipatory motor response strategies might have been
developed by some subjects, in which a response was
readied on all trials, and then inhibited when the short
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Ž .Fig. 7. Individual reaction times to target stimuli, separately for targets being of standard frequency and of deviant frequency control experiment 1 .

Ž .duration stimulus Nogo occurred. Although particular
Ž w x.GorNogo effects e.g., Refs. 12,16,24,35,49,54 cannot

be excluded, they would probably affect standard and
deviant trials to the same degree, and would therefore not
modulate the distraction effects. Nevertheless, since all
trials required a behavioral response in the control experi-
ments, the distraction effects could not have been modu-
lated by GorNogo effects there. Furthermore, the usage of

Fig. 8. Difference waves computed by subtracting the ERPs to targets
being of standard frequency from ERPs to targets being of deviant

Ž .frequency control experiment 2 .

a two-alternative-forced-choice version of the distraction
paradigm has the advantage, that less trials are needed to
collect the same amount of behavioral responses than with
the GorNogo version of the distraction paradigm. This
could be helpful in studying distraction with clinical popu-
lations. It should also be noted, the deviance-related ERP
effects between the main experiment and control experi-
ment 2 are highly similar; that is, distinct MMN and P3a
effects were obtained with the present distraction paradigm.

6. Conclusions

ŽThere is evidence that many areas of the brain e.g.
.supratemporal, prefrontal, and hippocampal regions are

active in the processing of task-irrelevant deviant or novel
Ž w x.sounds e.g., 21,22,29,37 . It seems likely that deviance-

related processing taking place in these areas is involved in
the phenomenon of auditory distraction. Combining mea-

Žsures of deviance-related brain activity such as particular
.ERP effects with behavioral measures may help to further

illuminate the neural processes underlying the presence or
absence of distraction in particular circumstances. Before
linking behavioral and electrophysiological measures of
distraction, it must be assessed that they reflect the same
phenomenon. The present study delivered some evidence
for this hypothesis. Moreover, the behavioral distraction
effects often cannot be interpreted unequivocally with
regard to the underlying attention switching mechanism.
The present study delivered evidence that rather small
deviations in our acoustic environment may cause reliable
impairment in behavioral performance. In this case, it is
likely that a particular memory-related change-detection

Ž .mechanism indicated by MMN is involved. If a discrep-
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ancy is detected by this automatically operating change-de-
tection mechanism, an attention switch may be triggered,
resulting in an orienting towards the perturbating event
Ž .indicated by P3a . As a consequence, less processing
resources are devoted to performing the task which, in
turn, results in a decrease in behavioral performance.
However, in order to trigger an attention switch, some
variable threshold has to be exceeded by the mismatch
signal. By embedding task-irrelevant and task-relevant as-
pects of stimulation into the same perceptual object, the
probability for exceeding this threshold is increased. This
is indicated by the finding that rather small deviances
impaired behavioral performance in every subject. Due to
the reliable baseline effect, not only an increase in dis-
tractability, but also a decrease in distractability can be
assessed with the present paradigm. 2 Thus, the present
paradigm may possibly be utilized for clinical studies.
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